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NONLINEAR FEM ANALYSIS FOR BEAMS
AND PLATE ASSEMBLAGES BASED

ON THE IMPLICIT COROTATIONAL METHOD

GIOVANNI GARCEA, ANTONIO MADEO AND RAFFAELE CASCIARO

In our previous paper the implicit corotational method (ICM) was presented as a general procedure for
recovering objective nonlinear models fully reusing the information obtained by the corresponding linear
theories.

The present work deals with the implementation of the ICM as a numerical tool for the finite element
analysis of nonlinear structures using either a path-following or an asymptotic approach. Different as-
pects of the FEM modeling are discussed in detail, including the numerical handling of finite rotations,
interpolation strategies, and equation formats.

Two mixed finite elements are presented, suitable for nonlinear analysis: a three-dimensional beam
element, based on interpolation of both the kinematic and static fields, and a rotation-free thin-plate
element, based on a biquadratic spline interpolation of the displacement and piece-wise constant interpo-
lation of stress. Both are frame invariant and free from nonlinear locking.

A numerical investigation has been performed, comparing beam and plate solutions in the case of thin-
walled beams. The good agreement between the recovered results and the available theoretical solutions
and/or numerical benchmarks clearly shows the correctness and robustness of the proposed approach as
a general strategy for numerical implementations.

1. Introduction

In our previous paper [Garcea et al. 2012] we described a general methodology, called the implicit
corotational method (ICM), able to build geometrically exact nonlinear structural models by exploiting
the information gained from linear theories. It is essentially based on two main steps: the general solution
provided by the linear theory is exploited to recover a description of the nonlinear stress and strain fields,
as viewed by a corotational local observer moving with the material neighbor; then this description
is transferred to a fixed global frame directly by using standard change-in-the-observer algebra. In
this way a general procedure which can be implemented in a simple and automatic way in different
contexts is derived. The recovered nonlinear models implicitly satisfy objectivity requirements (they are
geometrically exact) and maintain all the details of the three-dimensional linear solutions, without any
deterioration.

This paper has been developed within the national joint research project “Performance-based modeling and analysis of nonlinear
structures,” supported by the Italian Ministry of University Scientific and Technology Research (MIUR). We would like to thank
all the participants in the project for their comments and suggestions. Special thanks are addressed to Giuseppe Zagari, for his
help in setting up the computer codes and performing the numerical tests.
Keywords: geometrically exact beam and shell theories, corotational description, postbuckling analysis.
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Since linear structural theories are widely available in the literature, it is easy to obtain a large number
of possible nonlinear models suitable for use in FEM analysis. Three ICM models have been derived
in [Garcea et al. 2012]: a three-dimensional beam nonlinear model based on Saint-Venant general rod
theory and two plate/shell nonlinear models based on Mindlin–Reissner and Kirchhoff plate theories.

In this paper we deal with the FEM implementation and numerical validation of these models within
different analysis strategies. We start by discussing, in Section 2, the two analysis contexts which have
been investigated, a path-following analysis, according to Riks’ incremental iterative strategy [Riks 1979],
and an asymptotic analysis, according to the Koiter-like approach described in [Casciaro 2005]. The latter,
because of its exacting requirements in terms of the geometrical coherence of the modeling, provides a
rigorous check on the accuracy obtained with the ICM approach.

The general aspects of ICM implementation in FEM analysis will be examined in Section 2.1. We will
also consider different choices in the element description (that is, Lagrangian or corotational description)
and in the interpolation of its internal fields. Frame-independence plays an important role in element
setup and the lack of it can result in spurious locking, which we called nonlinear interpolation locking in
[Casciaro 2005] (also see [Salerno and Lanzo 1997]), which can significantly affect the numerical solu-
tion. The equation format (that is, mixed or compatible) also plays an important role in the convergence
of the iterative solution processes and in the accuracy of the extrapolation results (see [Garcea et al. 1998;
1999]). These topics will be discussed and the use of mixed FEM interpolations and a mixed format is
suggested.

Sections 4 and 5 will present and describe in detail two finite elements derived by the beam and
Kirchhoff plate ICM models recovered in [Garcea et al. 2012], which appear suitable for the analysis
of general three-dimensional assemblages. Both use a mixed format and a separate interpolation of the
displacement and stress fields and are free from interpolation nonlinear locking. The beam element
represents a three-dimensional extension of the interpolation described in [Salerno and Lanzo 1997]; the
plate element is based on the biquadratic spline interpolation already used in [Lanzo et al. 1995; Lanzo
and Garcea 1996; Casciaro et al. 1998; Garcea 2001]

The availability of analytical results or known reference benchmarks and the possibility of comparing,
in the case of thin-walled beams, the results obtained by two different models (such as a one-dimensional
beam or an assemblage of two-dimensional plates) allow, in Section 6, a detailed discussion about the
performance of the proposed elements and their effectiveness in test cases of technical interest. Final
comments and remarks are made in the concluding section.

2. Numerical strategies in nonlinear FEM analysis

In reviews of the numerical strategies used in nonlinear FEM analysis, Riks [1987; 2004] identified two
main approaches: the path-following and asymptotic analyses. Both apply to a structure subjected to an
assigned loading path p[λ], usually in the form of a proportional loading p := λ p̂, which is described
by defining its potential energy in terms of a discrete set of parameters, all collected into a configura-
tion vector u, which controls both displacement and stress fields, d and σ , through the assumed FEM
interpolation. According to [Garcea et al. 2012, Equations (1)–(4)], equilibrium implies the condition

5′δu :=8′[u]δu− λ p̂δu = 0, u ∈U, δu ∈ T, (1)
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where u := {d, σ }, 8[u] is the strain energy, λ p̂u the external work, and we denote by a prime Frechèt’s
differentiation. Applying FEM interpolation u := Lu, L being the interpolation operator, (1) can be
rewritten in the vectorial form

r[u, λ] := s[u] − λ p̂= 0, (2)

with the response vector s[u] and the unitary load vector p̂ being defined by the energy equivalencies

sT δu =8′[u]δu, p̂T δu = p̂δu, ∀ δu. (3)

We obtain a relationship between the configuration vector u and the load multiplier λ defining a curve
(maybe composed of several separate branches) in {u, λ} space, usually called the equilibrium path. The
aim of the analysis will be to obtain an accurate evaluation of its natural branch, that is, the branch
coming from a known initial configuration u0, usually assumed as the one corresponding to λ= 0.

For reading convenience, we briefly summarize both the cited approaches here and refer interested
readers to the specific literature for further details (for example, see [Riks 2004; Casciaro 2005] and
references therein).

2.1. Path-following analysis. The basic idea in this approach is to recover the equilibrium path by de-
termining a sequence of equilibrium points {u(k), λ(k)} sufficiently near to allow the equilibrium curve
to be obtained by interpolation. The analysis develops into a step-by-step process. In each step, a
new point {u(k+1), λ(k+1)

} is determined, starting from a first evaluation {u1, λ1} generally obtained by
an extrapolation of the previous step, by an iterative Newton-like scheme which provides a convergent
sequence of estimates {u j , λ j }, j = 2, 3, . . . , so allowing us to reduce the equilibrium error r j := r[u j , λ j ]

to within an acceptable tolerance.
Different schemes have been proposed in the literature to perform the iteration, but all of them appear

as minor variations of the arc-length scheme originally proposed in [Riks 1979]. The main idea is that
of coupling the equilibrium equation (2) with the further constraint

g[u, λ] − ξ (k+1)
= 0, (4a)

which defines a surface in {u, λ} space, so the required solution will correspond to the intersection of
this surface with the equilibrium curve (2). Different variants of the method are obtained by different
choices for the function g[u, λ].

The conditions for achieving a proper intersection between (2) and (4a) are extensively described in
Riks’ papers. The simplest choice, originally suggested by Riks, of using the orthogonal hyperplane

nT
u (u− u1)+ nλ(λ− λ1)= 0, (4b)

where
nu := M

(
u1− u(k)

)
, nλ := µ

(
λ1− λ

(k)), (4c)

M and µ being some suitable metric factors, will be effective (see [Garcea et al. 2002] for a discussion
of this topic).

Solution of the extended system (2)–(4b) can be obtained by a modified Newton–Raphson scheme:

u j+1 = u j + u̇, λ j+1 = λ j + λ̇, (5a)
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where by introducing matrix K̃ as a suitable approximation for the Hessian of the strain energy 8[u]:

K̃ ≈ K [u j ] :=

[
∂s[u]
∂u

]
u j
, (5b)

the iterative corrections u̇ and λ̇ are defined by the linear system[
K̃ p̂
nT

u nλ

] [
u̇
λ̇

]
=−

[
r j

0

]
, (5c)

which is easily solved in partitioned form allowing us to exploit the symmetry and banded structure of
matrix K̃ .

The arc-length scheme provides a simple way to overcome limit points because the extended system
(5c) remains not singular even if the Hessian K becomes singular, which was a real difficulty before the
paper [Riks 1979]. Its behavior is, however, strongly affected by the choice for the iteration matrix K̃
which is usually assumed as the Hessian evaluated in correspondence to u(k) (that is, at the beginning
of the step) or to u1 (in the first extrapolation point). The convergence of the iterative process (5) has
been widely discussed in [Garcea et al. 1998; Casciaro and Garcea 2002]. It is highly sensitive to the
format of the equations, that is to the actual manner in which the equations are split and organized (also
see [Garcea and Leonetti 2011; Bilotta et al. 2012]). Different formats behave very differently and, in
particular, compatible formats expressed in displacement unknowns and equilibrium equations can lead
to convergence failures as a consequence of locking (which we call extrapolation locking in [Garcea et al.
1998]) due to the interaction of large axial/flexural stiffness ratios with even small element rotations.

As regards the aim of the present paper, it is important to consider that path-following analysis only
needs the response vector s[u], that is, the first variation of the strain energy, to be evaluated accurately,
being directly related to (2). Conversely, the same accuracy is not actually needed for the second variation
of the energy which provides the Hessian matrix K [u], because it is only used as a part of the iteration
process and its accuracy only influences the convergence of the process. A fairly rough approximation
is generally sufficient for that purpose.

2.2. The asymptotic analysis. Asymptotic analysis essentially corresponds to the implementation of
Koiter’s approach to nonlinear elastic stability [Koiter 1945; Budiansky 1974] into a FEM numerical con-
text. While being less diffuse than path-following approaches within computational mechanics (maybe
because of its high demands in terms of modeling accuracy) it has been described in detail in many
papers (for example, [Casciaro et al. 1992; 1998; Flores and Godoy 1992; Lanzo et al. 1995; Pacoste
and Eriksson 1995; Lanzo and Garcea 1996; Wu and Wang 1997; Poulsen and Damkilde 1998; Garcea
et al. 1999; 2002; 2005; Garcea 2001; Boutyour et al. 2004; Casciaro 2005; Silvestre and Camoti 2005;
Chen and Virgin 2006; Schafer and Graham-Brady 2006; Rahman and Jansen 2010] and references
therein), so it only needs to be briefly summarized here.

The solution process is based on an expansion of the potential energy, in terms of load factor λ and
modal amplitudes ξi , which is characterized by fourth-order accuracy. Following [Casciaro 2005], it can
be summarized in this way:

(1) The fundamental path is obtained as a linear extrapolation

u f
[λ] := u0+ λû, (6a)
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where û is the initial path tangent, obtained as the solution of the linear vectorial equation

K0û = p̂, K0 := K [u0]. (6b)

(2) A cluster of buckling loads λi , i = 1, . . . ,m, and associated buckling modes v̇i are obtained along
u f
[λ], defined by the critical condition

K [λi ]v̇i = 0, K [λ] := K [u0+ λû]. (6c)

We will denote with V := {v̇ =
∑m

i=1 ξi v̇i } the subspace spanned by the buckling modes v̇i

and with W := {w : w⊥v̇i , i = 1, . . . ,m} its orthogonal complement according the orthogonality
condition

w⊥v̇i ⇔ 8′′′b ûv̇iw = 0, (6d)

where û := Lû, v̇i := Lv̇i , and w := Lw. We will also denote with λb an appropriate reference value
for the cluster, for example, the smallest of λi or their mean value, and with a suffix “b” quantities
evaluated in correspondence to ub := u f

[λb].

(3) Making ξ0 := (λ− λb) and v̇0 := û, for more compact notation, the asymptotic approximation for
the required path is defined by the expansion

u[λ, ξk] := ub+

m∑
i=0

ξi v̇i +
1
2

m∑
i, j=0

ξiξ jwi j , (6e)

where wi j ∈W are quadratic corrections introduced to satisfy the projection of equilibrium equation
(1) into W and obtained by the linear orthogonal equations

δwT (Kbwi j + pi j )= 0, ∀w ∈W, (6f)

where Kb := K [u f
[λb]] and vectors pi j are defined as a function of modes v̇i and i = 0, . . . ,m by

the energy equivalence
δwT pi j =8

′′′

b δwv̇ j v̇ j .

(4) The following energy terms are computed for i, j = 0, . . . ,m and k = 1, . . . ,m:

Ai jk =8
′′′

b v̇i v̇ j v̇k, Bi jhk =8
′′′′

b v̇i v̇ j v̇h v̇k −8
′′

b(wi jwhk +wihw jk +wikw jh),

Cik =8
′′

bw00wik, µk[λ] =
1
2 λb

(
λ− 1

2 λb
)
8′′′b û2v̇k +

1
6 λ

2
b(λb− 3λ)8′′′′b û3v̇k,

(6g)

where the implicit imperfection factors µk are defined by the fourth-order expansion of the unbal-
anced work on the fundamental path (that is, µk[λ] := (λ p̂−8′[λû])v̇k).

(5) The equilibrium path is obtained by projecting equilibrium equation (1) into V. According to (6a)–
(6g), we have

1
2

m∑
i, j=0

ξiξ j Ai jk +
1
6

m∑
i, j,h=0

ξiξ jξh Bi jhk +µk[λ] − λb

(
λ−

1
2
λb

) m∑
i=0

ξi Cik = 0, k = 1, . . . ,m. (6h)

The equation corresponds to an algebraic nonlinear system of m equations in the m+ 1 variables
ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξm , with known coefficients.
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Note that, from a computational point of view, the analysis develops into:

(i) Solve linear system (6a); this can easily be obtained by standard factorization of matrix K0.

(ii) Perform the buckling search (6b); this corresponds to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem which can be,
however, easily solved, as described in [Casciaro et al. 1998], by an iterative scheme only requiring
matrix K−1

0 be available in factorized form, as it already is from the previous step.

(iii) Solve orthogonal equations (6f); they correspond to a linear system where the right-hand vectors
pi j are obtained as a function of vi by an element-by-element assembling process similar to that
used for obtaining s[u]; as Kb ≈ K0 within the orthogonal space W, its solution can be conveniently
obtained, as described in [Casciaro et al. 1998], through a modified Newton-like iteration scheme
exploiting K0 as an iteration matrix (see [Casciaro 2004] for further insights).

(iv) Compute factors Ai jk, . . . , µk[λ] through (6g); all of them are scalar quantities which can be easily
obtained as integrals of known functions.

(v) Perform a path-following solution of (6h); because of the small dimensions of the system (of the
order of tenths), this can be obtained very quickly using standard or even specialized variants of the
arc-length scheme.

The actual implementation of the asymptotic approach as a computational tool is therefore quite easy
and its total computational burden, which is mainly involved in the factorization of matrix K0, remains
of the order of that required by a standard linearized stability analysis. It provides the initial postbuckling
behavior of the structure, including modal interactions and jumping-after-bifurcation phenomena. More-
over, once the preprocessor phase of the analysis has been performed (Steps (1)–(4)), the presence of
small loading imperfections or geometrical defects can be taken into account in the postprocessing phase
(Step (5)), by adding some additional imperfection terms in the expression of µk[λ], with a negligible
computational extra cost, so allowing an inexpensive imperfection sensitivity analysis (for example, see
[Lanzo and Garcea 1996; Casciaro et al. 1998]). From (6h) we can also extract information about the
worst imperfection shapes [Salerno and Casciaro 1997; Salerno and Uva 2006] we can use to improve
the imperfection sensitivity analysis or for driving more detailed investigations through specialized path-
following analysis (see [Casciaro 2005; Casciaro and Mancusi 2006] and references therein).

Note that asymptotic analysis can provide a very accurate recovery of the equilibrium path, as it
derives from both numerical testing and theoretical investigation [Brezzi et al. 1986]. Conversely, it
makes great use of information attained from a fourth-order expansion of the strain energy and then
requires that a fourth-order accuracy be guaranteed in the structural modeling. Even small inaccuracies
in this evaluation, deriving from geometrical incoherencies in the higher-order terms of the expansion of
the ε[d] law or in its finite element representation, significantly affect the accuracy of the solution and can
make it unreliable. It is also very sensitive to the format used in the extrapolation, to avoid extrapolation
locking (see [Garcea et al. 1999]), and the use of a mixed equation format is generally needed to obtain
a robust implementation.

This high sensitivity of the asymptotic analysis to the accuracy in the nonlinear modeling actually
represents an advantage for the purposes of the present paper because it provides a very sensitive context
and appropriate benchmarks suitable for an in-depth testing of the accuracy of ICM models.
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3. FEM implementation of nonlinear models

The ICM method [Garcea et al. 2012] allows the recovery of nonlinear models from information attained
by the corresponding linear ones. It is particularly suitable for modeling fibred continua, such as beams
and shells, and directly provides an objective expression for the mixed form of the potential energy:

5 :=

∫
�

{
t[s]T%[d[s]] − 1

2 t[s]T H[s]t[s]
}

ds−
∫
�

p[s]T d[s]ds−
∫
∂�

f [s]T d[s]ds, (7)

where � is the fiber support domain; t are generalized strengths, d displacements, p interior loads, and
f boundary loads, all associated with the fiber S[s]; H is a compliance operator such that 1

2 tT H t is
the local contribution to the complementary energy; and s is a material abscissa varying in �. The
ICM actually provides appropriate objective definitions for t[s], d[s], and H[s], as a generalization
of quantities used in the corresponding linear modeling, and an explicit expression for the nonlinear
displacement-to-strain relationship %[d[s]].

By partitioning the structure in finite elements and assuming in each of them both the internal fields
t[s] and d[s] defined as functions of a discrete set of tensions and displacement element parameters te
and de,

t[s] := t[s, te], d[s] := d[s, de], (8)

expression (7) can be reduced to an algebraic form suitable for use in a numerical solution procedure.

3.1. Element interpolation in linear analysis. In linear analysis we usually assume a linear relationship

t[s] := Bt [s]te, d[s] := Bd [s]de, (9a)

with Bt [s] and Bd [s] collecting the interpolation shape functions. Due to the linear relationship between
d[s] and %[s], we also obtain a linear interpolation for the strain

%[s] = Bε[s]de. (9b)

As a consequence, performing integration, virtual works equation (1) can be rewritten in FEM format:∑
e

Ae

([
−He De

DT
e ·

] [
te
de

]
−

[
·

pe

])
= 0, (10a)

where Ae is the standard FEM assemblage operator, summation is extended to all elements in the partition,
and the element matrices He and De and vector pe are defined by

He :=

∫
e

Bt [s]T H[s]Bt [s]ds, De :=

∫
e

Bt [s]T Bε ds, pe :=

∫
e

Bd [s]T p[s]ds. (10b)

Stress and displacement interpolations can be set independently (we only need to satisfy the well-known
Brezzi–Babuska condition [Babuška 1971; Brezzi 1974]); in this case we call this a mixed interpolation.
Frequently they are related to each other by assuming

t[s] = H[s]−1 Bε[s]de. (11)
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This choice, called compatible interpolation, implicitly satisfies the elastic laws t[s] = H[s]−1ρ[s], so
allowing (10a) to be further simplified into∑

e

Ae(Kede− pe)= 0, (12a)

where

Ke :=

∫
e

Bε[s]T H[s]−1 Bε[s]ds. (12b)

Accuracy provided by this discretization process, in both its mixed and compatible versions, depends on
an appropriate choice for the interpolation matrices Bt [s] and Bd [s] which have to reproduce as well
as possible the expected solution, a locking being produced by inappropriate choices. However there is
great experience in this field and a large number of interpolation functions are available in the literature,
based on known properties of the expected solutions.

3.2. Element interpolation in nonlinear analysis. To transfer this experience from linear to nonlinear
analysis is not straightforward. Even taking a linear relationship between the internal fields t[s] and d[s]
and the external element parameters, as expressed by (9a), the expression for %[s] will become nonlinear:

%[s] := %[s, de], (13)

because of the nonlinearity between d[s] and %[s]. This also implies (10a) will become nonlinear, that
is,

r :=
∑

e

Ae

([
−He te+ %e[de]

De[de]
T te− pe

])
= 0, (14)

%e[de] and De[de] being defined by

%e[de] :=

∫
e

Bt [s]T%[s, de]ds, De[de] :=

∫
e

Bt [s]T
[
∂%[s, de]

∂de

]
ds, (15)

and its solution requires the numerical strategies described in Section 2. Difficulties arise from the
fact that slender elements, such as beams (or shells), generally have different behavior in the axial (or
in-plane) direction than in transversal directions, the former being governed by the elongation of the
element, the latter by its bending. As a consequence, the expected solution will be characterized by
different shapes for the axial (in-plane) and transversal components of the displacements, which involves
different requirements for the corresponding interpolation functions.

We can easily satisfy these requirements in linear analysis. For instance, by referring to the sim-
ple case of a planar beam element subjected to nodal loads, the standard interpolation, linear for the
axial displacement, cubic for the transversal displacements, and quadratic for the rotations, could be
appropriate in linear analysis. The same interpolation could hardly be applied in nonlinear analysis
because of local changes in the orientation of the beam axis produced by the beam motion. In fact,
due to finite element rotations, the two interpolations become coupled and, as a consequence of the
high axial-to-transversal stiffness ratio, which is generally of some orders of magnitude, can produce
a strong locking in the discretization. Moreover, in nonlinear analysis we have to be careful in using
an appropriate representation for the rotations in order to assure full geometrical coherence in both the
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internal description of the element and in the interelement continuity conditions. This can prove to be a
difficult task when three-dimensional rotations are involved (see [Ritto-Corrêa and Camotim 2002] and
references therein). As recalled in [Garcea et al. 2012, §3.1], rotations are characterized by a second-order
orthogonal tensor R ∈ SO(3) and combine with a product rule, so this is not easy to manage. To refer
to its axial vector ϕ := spin(R), nonlinearly related to R through Rodrigues’ formula (see (17)), could
be a convenient choice, but this introduces a nonlinearity in the interpolation of translation components
of the displacement when they are expressed in terms of rotational parameters and prevents its definition
by a simple linear expression.

To avoid these inconveniences the interpolation law should assure frame invariance in the displacement
representation and, moreover, interpolations for the translational and rotational components of the dis-
placement should be separately defined. The use of a mixed interpolation could help in this because the
components of t are aligned to the material and so they are frame-independent by definition. This makes
it possible to express t[s] as a linear function of the discrete vector te when using a mixed interpolation.
By appropriate choices for Bt [s] we can also filter out, in the virtual works expression

∫
t[s]T%[s]ds,

undesirable aspects of the strain interpolation Bε[s]. All these possible advantages are lost when using
compatible interpolations.

Several techniques can be used in the displacement interpolation to avoid locking, for instance: assum-
ing the same shape functions for the three components of the translation (and/or the rotation) vector, as in
the plate element used in [Lanzo et al. 1995; Lanzo and Garcea 1996]; assuming separate interpolations
for rotations and translations, as in the beam element used in [Salerno and Lanzo 1997], and assuming a
stress interpolation which renders matrix De independent of translation interpolation, as in [Garcea et al.
1998; 1999]; and filtering the rigid rotations of the element through an appropriate setting of the element
reference frame.

All these devices will be implemented in the element formulations proposed in Sections 4 and 5.

3.3. Updated Lagrangian or corotational interpolation. A general way to obtain a frame-independent
interpolation is to refer to an appropriate reference frame able to filter rigid rotations of the element. Two
different strategies can be followed to achieve this objective: first, assuming a Lagrangian description but
using an appropriate updating scheme to redefine the reference framing according to the current element
alignment; second, using a corotational description, that is, assuming a reference frame which follows
the element motion maintaining its alignment.

While being essentially different, the two descriptions use the same scheme, based on a standard
change in the observer rule:

d̄e := ge[de], (16a)

to translate the element displacement vector de, referring to a global frame defined once and for all in
the analysis, to its representation d̄e in the current element frame. They also use the same displacement
interpolation in locally aligned components:

d̄[s] := Bd [s] d̄e. (16b)

However, in the (updated) Lagrangian description, the element frame is assumed as fixed (while fre-
quently updated), so (16a) states a linear relationship between de and d̄e, that is,

ge[de] := Qe[d R
e ]de, (16c)
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where d R
e defines the reference configuration and matrix Qe[ · ] expresses the difference in alignment

between the global and local frames. Conversely, in the corotational description, the element frame is
assumed to move with the element and then the vectorial function ge[de] := Qe[de]de states a nonlinear
relation between de and d̄e.

Note that, while in the former case all nonlinearities of the problem are contained in the internal
element description through functions %e[d̄e] and De[d̄e], in the latter case the internal description is
decoupled from the external nonlinearities due to the finite rigid rotation of the element, which is taken
into account by ge[de]. As a consequence, in the corotational approach the need for an accurate modeling
of the element could be somewhat relaxed. In fact, internal displacements, ruled by d̄e, are only related
to the element distortion and so, by mesh refinement, they can be made small enough to allow the use of
the same interpolation laws derived from the linear analysis, without introducing noticeable interpolation
locking. The smallness of d̄e also allows an evaluation of the strain/displacement relationships %[d̄]
through its Taylor expansion without noticeable loss in accuracy. A second-order, or even first-order,
expansion can be sufficient with fine meshes. In this case, the element description will coincide, in
the corotational framing, with that already used in the linear or the so-called second-order analysis, so
allowing a direct reuse of standard software libraries widely available for these contexts. This is a great
advantage, as pointed out in the pioneering paper [Rankin and Nour-Omid 1988], which is the reason
for the diffusion of the corotational approach in the literature (see [M. and C. 2002; Chen et al. 2006;
Alsafadie et al. 2010; 2011], to only cite recent proposals), but it is paid for by the need for some complex
algebra to obtain derivatives of the nonlinear function ge[de] which are involved in the variations of the
strain energy. These can be obtained in standard recursive form as shown in [Garcea et al. 2009], but in
any case their derivation adds an extra cost to the analysis.

This extra cost and the need for an appropriate mesh refinement is the weak point of corotational
approach. The Lagrangian approach does not have these disadvantages but, conversely, requires a full
accurate modeling of the element: that is, it needs an appropriate choice for the structural model to be used
in the discretization and a careful setting of interpolation laws. Geometrical coherence plays an important
role in path-following and, even more, in asymptotic analysis, and we have to be very careful. The need
for an appropriate modeling could be a serious drawback, in general, but the possibility of obtaining
geometrically exact models through the ICM procedure described in [Garcea et al. 2012] allows us to
eliminate the problem and makes particularly convenient the Lagrangian approach. The beam and shell
elements proposed in Sections 4 and 5 are both based on a Lagrangian interpolation.

3.4. Mixed or compatible format. We know, from previous discussions, that a mixed interpolation can
be really convenient in nonlinear analysis. Consider however that the assumption of a mixed or a com-
patible interpolation does not necessarily imply the use of a mixed or compatible format in the problem
description as it might seem by (10) and (12). In fact, the two formats only differ in the writing of the
system of equations in terms of the stress and displacement unknowns or the displacement unknowns
alone. We can change from a mixed to a compatible format simply by expressing the stress variables
in terms of the displacement unknowns or, conversely, change from a compatible format to a mixed
one by splitting the system and explicitly introducing the stress unknowns and their relations to the
displacement unknowns. The rewriting does not change the nature of the element, only the external
format of its description.
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Mixed and compatible formats, while completely equivalent in principle, behave very differently when
implemented either in path-following or asymptotic solution strategies. This is an important, if frequently
misunderstood, point in practical computations which has been widely discussed in [Garcea et al. 1998;
1999]. We refer readers to these papers and to the general discussion given in [Casciaro 2005] for more
details, and only recall here that both numerical strategies described in Section 2 need the function K [u]
to be appropriately smooth in its controlling variables u. In path-following analysis, its smoothness will
imply having K [u] ≈ K̃ := K [u0] when u moves in the neighborhood of u0 of interest, so allowing
a fast convergence of the Newton iterative process. Analogously, the matrix K [u] being the Hessian
of the strain energy, its smoothness implies, in asymptotic analysis, that the higher-order energy term
neglected in the fourth-order expansion (6h) be really irrelevant, so allowing an accurate recovery of the
equilibrium path. We know that the smoothness of a nonlinear function strictly depends on the choice of
the set of its control variables, that is, on the format of its description, and can change noticeably when
referring to another, even corresponding, set. As a consequence, the mixed and compatible formats,
even if referring to the same problem, can be characterized by a different smoothness and so behave
differently in practice, when used within a numerical solution process. Actually, the compatible format
is particularly sensitive to what we call extrapolation locking in [Garcea et al. 1998; 1999] which can
produce a loss of convergence and then a premature arrest of the incremental process, when used in
path-following analysis, or unacceptable errors in the path recovery, when used in asymptotic analysis.
These inconveniences are easily avoided by changing to a mixed format.

4. A nonlinear beam element based on Saint-Venant general theory

A finite element for the three-dimensional nonlinear beam model, derived from Saint-Venant general
rod theory through ICM (see [Garcea et al. 2012, §5]), will be described here. The model accounts for
shear deformability and section warping due to the helicoid distortion due to torsion, that is, the so-called
Wagner effect. A separate (mixed) interpolation is used for section strengths t[s] and displacements d[s],
s being a material abscissa along the beam axis. The element has been implemented into a computer code,
named COBE (see [Madeo 2008]), aimed at nonlinear analysis of three-dimensional beam assemblages
using either asymptotic or the path-following strategies.

4.1. Some preliminaries on rotation algebra. Before entering into element definition we need to specify
how rotation tensors are managed. In fact, we need to refer to a suitable parametrization which allows
the configuration to be described in terms of variables belonging to a linear manifold as required by the
formulation presented in Section 2, in order for the strain energy variations to be evaluated accurately
through standard directional derivatives (see [Garcea et al. 2009]).

Finite three-dimensional rotations can be directly described in terms of a proper orthogonal tensor R,
that is a member of the nonlinear manifold SO(3). In matrix notation, the rotation tensor R becomes a
3× 3 orthogonal matrix that, by exploiting the orthogonality property R−1

= RT , is a function of only
three parameters. A useful way to express R in terms of quantities lying in a linear manifold is that of
[Rodrigues 1840]:

R[ϕ] = I + sinϕ
ϕ

W [ϕ] +
(1− cosϕ)

ϕ2 W2
[ϕ], (17)
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which uses the rotation vector ϕ = [ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3]
T , ϕ =

√
ϕ2

1 +ϕ
2
2 +ϕ

2
3 being its magnitude and W [ϕ] :=

spin(ϕ) the associated spin matrix. This representation uses a minimal set of parameters, is singularity
free, and gives a one-to-one correspondence in the range 0≤ ϕ < 2π (see [Ritto-Corrêa and Camotim
2002]). Taking ϕ := ϕ[s], it is also useful to introduce the operator

T [ϕ] := I +
1− cosϕ
ϕ2 W [ϕ] +

ϕ− sinϕ
ϕ3 W2

[ϕ], (18a)

which satisfies the following equivalence (a comma means partial derivative):

R(ϕ)T R(ϕ),s = spin(T T
[ϕ]ϕ,s ). (18b)

4.2. Handling the nonlinear beam model. By referring to the nonlinear beam model proposed in [Garcea
et al. 2012, §5], we consider a beam element, initially straight and of length `e. The section strengths t
and work-associated section strains % are defined as

t :=
[

N
M

]
, % = %L + %Q, (19a)

N and M being the vectors collecting the axial/shear strengths and torsional/bending couples and

%L :=

[
εL

χL

]
, %Q :=

[
εQ[%L ]

χQ[%L ]

]
, (19b)

where εL and χL are given by

εL := RT (v,s +e1)− e1, χL := T Tϕ,s , (19c)

as functions of translations v[s] and rotations ϕ[s] associated to a material abscissa s varying from 0
to `e, and εQ and %Q collect the linear and quadratic terms in the expression of % defined by [Garcea
et al. 2012, Equation (39)]. The modeling is completed by the compliance operator H defined in [Garcea
et al. 2012, §5.1].

Note that a large part of the components of %Q could refer to numerically negligible effects and so it
can be omitted in practical computations (see [Garcea et al. 2012, §5.2.3]). Also note that, when using
an appropriate reference frame suitable to render ϕ� 1 within the element and making W := spin[ϕ],
we can replace the finite element expressions (17) and (18a) by their Taylor expansions,

R[ϕ] = I +W + 1
2 W2
+

1
6 W3
+

1
24 W4

+ . . . , T [ϕ] = I + 1
2 W + 1

6 W2
+

1
24 W3

+ . . . . (20)

4.3. Mixed finite beam element. The beam element description starts with the choice of the element
reference frame xe = {x1, x2, x3}, aligned to the element as will be detailed in the sequel. We denote
with R[s] and ϕ[s] the rotation matrix and the corresponding rotation vector relating the alignment of
the section S[s] to the element frame, and with Re the rotation matrix relating xe to the global frame xG

which refers to the overall beam assemblage.
Stress is defined by a linear interpolation for M[s] := {M1[s],M2[s],M3[s]} while N[s] = Ne :=

{N1, N2, N3} is assumed as constant over the element. Displacement is defined by a quadratic interpola-
tion for the rotation vector ϕ[s] = {ϕ1[s], ϕ2[s], ϕ3[s]}, and by a linked interpolation for the translation
vector v[s] = {v1[s], v2[s], v3[s]}. As a consequence, the element behavior is controlled by nine stress
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parameters {Ne, Mi , M j } and by 15 displacement parameters {vi , v j ,ϕi ,ϕ j ,ϕm}, where indexes i and
j relate to quantities evaluated in the end-sections of the beam (s = 0 and s = `e), and

ϕm :=
1
`e

∫ `e

0
ϕ[s]ds. (21)

4.4. Setting of the element frame. It is convenient to set the element frame xe such that ϕ[s] is small
enough to allow expansions (20). Two different strategies can be used:

(1) assuming xe as a corotational system moving with the element such that ϕm is identical to zero and

(2) assuming xe as a fixed system but such that ϕm = 0 in some near reference configuration.

The former choice allows the rigid rotations of the element to be accounted for implicitly and so is less
demanding of the internal accuracy of the element. For this reason it was made, for instance, in [Garcea
et al. 2009], even if it requires some extra algebra. The latter choice, corresponding to a Lagrangian
description, is more convenient in the present context due to the use of geometrically exact elements,
and will be used here. We can also make the reference configuration coincident with the current one, so
satisfying the condition ϕm = 0 exactly, through a simple reference updating scheme. In fact, starting
from an initial estimate R( j)

e of the element alignment, providing ϕ( j)
m 6= 0, we can obtain the updated

evaluation R( j+1)
e by the scheme

R( j+1)
e := RT

[ϕ( j)
m ]R

( j)
e , (22)

which provides R[ϕ( j)
m ] = Re

T ( j)Re
( j+1) and so, for R( j+1)

e RT ( j)
e = I (that is, at convergence), ϕ( j)

m = 0.
The previous updating can be directly coupled with the global iteration schemes used in the analysis,
such as the arc-length iteration used in the path-following approach (see (5)) or the iterative eigenvalue
search used in asymptotic analysis (see (6c)).

4.5. Stress interpolation. It is convenient to rearrange the element stress parameters in the natural for-
mat (see [Argyris et al. 1979])

te :=

mr

ms

me

 , mr := N`, ms := M j +Mi , me := M j −Mi ; (23a)

in this way the stress interpolation is defined as a function of the element stress vector te:

N[s] = Bn[s]te, M[s] = Bm[s]te, (23b)

where

Bn :=
1
`e

[
I · ·

]
, Bm :=

1
2
[
· −I ζ I

]
, (23c)

with ζ := 2s/`e− 1 being an adimensional abscissa varying from −1 to 1 along the beam axis, and I
and “ · ” the [3× 3] identity and zero matrices, respectively.
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4.6. Displacement interpolation. The same natural format can be assumed for the displacements by
rearranging the relevant element displacement parameters in the element displacement vector

de :=


φr

φs

φe

φm

 , φr := (v j − vi )/`e, φs := (ϕ j −ϕi )/2,

φe := (ϕ j +ϕi )/2−ϕm, φm := ϕm .
(24a)

The interpolation law for the rotations will be defined by

ϕ[ζ ] = Bϕ[ζ ]de, Bϕ :=
[
· , ζ I,

( 3
2 ζ

2
−

1
2

)
I, I

]
. (24b)

The interpolation for translations will be assumed as linked to that of the rotations, according to the
following rule:

γ := v,s [ζ ] − spin(ϕ[ζ ])e1 = const. (24c)

4.7. Expression for the complementary energy. The element contribution to the complementary energy
will be expressed in the form

9e :=
1
2

∫
e

t[s]T H t[s]ds = 1
2

tT
e Hete. (25a)

Substituting stress interpolation (23) into (10b), we obtain an explicit expression for the compliance
element matrix He:

He :=
1

12`e

 12Hnn −6`e Hnm ·

−6`e HT
nm 3`2

e Hmm ·

· · `2
e Hmm

 . (25b)

4.8. Expression for the strain work. The element contribution to the strain work will be expressed in
the form

We :=

∫
e

t[s]T (%L [s] + %Q[s])ds = tT
e (ρeL + ρeQ), (26a)

where %L and %Q are defined in (19) and ρeL and ρeQ can be split as

ρeL = {%Lr , %Ls, %Le}, ρeQ = {%Qr , %Qs, %Qe}. (26b)

Exploiting (19c), (20), (23b), and (24b) we obtain

%Lr =
1
2

∫ 1

−1

{
γ −W

(
γ +

1
2
w
)
+

1
2

W2
(
γ +

2
3
w
)
−

1
6

W3
(
γ +

3
4
w
)
+ . . .

}
dζ,

%Ls =−

∫ 1

−1

{(
I − 1

2
W + 1

6
W2
−

1
24

W3
+ . . .

)
(φs + 3ζφe)

}
dζ,

%Le =

∫ 1

−1

{(
I − 1

2
W + 1

6
W2
−

1
24

W3
+ . . .

)
ζ(φs + 3ζφe)

}
dζ,

(26c)

where W := spin(ϕ[s]) and w :=W e1, that is,

W :=Wm + ζWs +
(3

2 ζ
2
−

1
2

)
We, w := wm + ζws +

( 3
2 ζ

2
−

1
2

)
we, (26d)
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with Wβ := spin(φβ), wβ := Wβe1, and β = m, s, e. Constant γ , defined by (24c), is obtained by
integrating over the element:

γ = φr −wm . (26e)

In a similar fashion it is possible to obtain %Q ; its complex expression is not reported here, it being more
simple and effective to derive it directly using algebraic manipulators.

4.9. Energy variations. By combining (25) and (26) we obtain an explicit form for the total strain energy
of the element:

8e :=We−9e. (27a)

Starting from this expression all energy variations needed by the analysis can be derived by standard
algebra. These details, which are easily derived using algebraic manipulators, can be skipped here, and
we only recall, as an example for the reader, the expression for the second variation, which is used for
defining the tangent stiffness matrix of the element in the mixed format in the simple case where %Q is
neglected.

Assuming that the reference configuration is straight (ϕr = ϕs = ϕe = 0), we obtain

8′′e u̇2
=

[
ṫe

ḋe

]T [He De

DT
e Ge

] [
ṫe

ḋe

]
, (27b)

where He is given directly by (25b), and matrices De and Ge are defined by

De :=

I 0 0 spin(e1)

0 −I 0 0
0 0 I 0

 , Ge :=


0 0 0 −Gr

0 1
3 Gm −

1
2 Gs

1
2 Gs

0 −
1
2 Gs

1
5 Gm −

1
2 Ge

−Gr
1
2 Gs −

1
2 Ge −Gm

 , (27c)

where
Gr := spin(mr ), Gs := spin(ms), Ge := spin(me),

Gm := (I − e1eT
1 )mr1+

1
2 spin({0,−mr3,mr2}).

(27d)

4.10. Global handling of the beam assemblage. The element vectors te and de are related to the global
vectors tG and dG , collecting all kinematical and static degrees of freedom of the overall assemblage,
that is, the displacements uG and rotations ϕG in all its nodes, and the average rotations ϕmG and the
stresses Ne, Mi , and M j in all its beams. A linear relationship[

te

de

]
= AedG

is assumed where matrix Ae accounts for the different ordering of variables between the two vectors and
for the rotations Re of the element frames with respect to the global frame. In this way we can obtain
the relevant matrix, vector, and scalar quantities required by the analysis by a standard assemblage as
devised in Section 2.1.
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4.11. Further remarks. The beam element described here has been built from the interpolation laws (23)
and (24). This is one of the simplest choices we could make in order to account for the expected solution.
It recovers the exact solution for the linear modeling in the case of a straight reference configuration and
zero distributed loads, so it can provide satisfactory accuracy even if using a rough mesh refinement. A
better element could be obtained by using higher-order interpolation functions or by referring to special-
ized interpolation rules able to recover more accurately the main aspects of the nonlinear solution. To
refer to the linearized solution, for example, as in [Garcea et al. 1999] for planar beams, could mean
a noticeable improvement in the element accuracy and allow rougher meshes. An investigation in this
direction, which is outside the scope of the present paper, could be of interest.

5. A nonlinear plate element based on Kirchhoff theory

A plate element, based on the nonlinear thin-plate model recovered in [Garcea et al. 2012, §6.6], will be
described here. The element has been introduced in the already available code KASP (see [Garcea 2001;
Garcea et al. 2002]) aimed at the postbuckling analysis of plate assemblages using either the asymptotic
or path-following approaches, according to the solution strategies described in Section 2.

The previous version of the code was based on a mixed version of the well-known von Kármán–
Marguerre nonlinear plate model, enriched with the appropriate quadratic kinematical terms related to
the in-plane rotations, as described in [Lanzo et al. 1995; Lanzo and Garcea 1996]. This modeling only
guarantees second-order accuracy in satisfying frame independence requirements. However, even if
exact objectivity is an essential prerequisite in nonlinear analysis, in particular when using an asymptotic
approach, the error produced by the code little affects a correct evaluation of the critical and postcritical
structural behavior in all the numerical tests referred to in the cited papers. In fact, in most cases examined,
the postbuckling behavior was dominated by the strong postbuckling stress redistribution, so making the
effects of the objectivity errors quantitatively irrelevant.

As also confirmed in successive papers [Garcea 2001; Garcea et al. 2002] this behavior is typical of box
structures built with plate panels, especially when local buckling occurs, but stress redistribution reduces
noticeably when modeling slender thin-walled beams as plate assemblages, because of the presence of
large global rotations with minimal local distortions. So the use of full objective structural models is
needed in these cases and should always be used to assure the general robustness of the code.

5.1. Handling the nonlinear thin-plate model. Denoting with s := {X1, X2} an in-plane material ab-
scissa, stress and strain in the plate models are characterized by the local strengths t[s] := {N[s], M[s]}T ,
where N := {N1, N2, N12} and M := {M1,M2,M12} collect the membranal strengths and bending couples,
respectively, while the work-conjugate strain %[s] := {ε[s],χ [s]} is defined in compact form by [Garcea
et al. 2012, Equation (54)]. Expanding the products, we obtain

ε =


u,1+ 1

2 (u,
2
1+v,

2
1+w,

2
1 )

v,2+
1
2 (u,

2
2+v,

2
2+w,

2
2 )

u,2+v,1+(u,1 u,2+v,1 v,2+w,1w,2 ),

 , (28a)
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χ =



w,11+(w,11 u,1−u,11w,1−v,11w,2+w,11 v,2 )+ (u,2 v,11w,1
+ u,1w,11 v,2−v,2 u,11w,1−u,1 v,11w,2−u,2w,11 v,1+v,1 u,11w,2 )

w,22+(w,22 u,1−u,22w,1−v,22w,2+w,22 v,2 )+ (u,2 v,22w,1
+ u,1w,22 v,2−v,2 u,22w,1−u,1 v,22w,2−u,2w,22 v,1+v,1 u,22w,2 )

w,12+(w,12 u,1−u,12w,1−v,12w,2+w,12 v,2 )+ (u,2 v,12w,1
+ u,1w,12 v,2−v,2 u,12w,1−u,1 v,12w,2−u,2w,12 v,1+v,1 u,12w,2 )


, (28b)

u[s], v[s], and w[s] being the components of the average displacement (translation) d[s] of the transversal
fiber, according to a fixed frame xe := {x1, x2, x3} aligned to the element. Expressions (28) are frame
invariant, so the actual choice for this frame is irrelevant for their accuracy, even if it is convenient
to refer to the local average alignment of the plate and make x3 orthogonal to its average plane, for
practical reasons. It is worth noting that the Kirchhoff assumption of zero shear deformation allows
the rotation parameters to be taken away from the kinematical description, so the nonlinear model is
expressed in terms of the displacement fields alone, avoiding the use of a rotation algebra. Also note
that the membranal strain ε coincides with that of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor, while the curvature
χ takes a complex expression with respect to the linear approximation assumed in the classical von
Kármán–Marguerre theory. The difference lies in the addition of some quadratic and cubic extra terms
which take into account pointwise differences in the orientations between the local normal to the middle
surface and the x3 axis. The modeling is completed by the compliance operator

H :=
[

Cn ·

· Cm

]
, (28c)

Cn and Cm being defined by [Garcea et al. 2012, Equation (51b)].
It is worth mentioning that both the two approximate models, previously implemented in KASP, were

based on the same modeling while a linear approximation was used for the curvatures. Membranal strains
were defined by the complete quadratic expression (28a) in what we called the complete Lagrangian
(LC) model and by a simplified expression, which only maintains quadratic terms in w, in the simplified
Lagrangian (LS) model. The LS version is characterized by better flexural behavior, so it was the standard
option in KASP.

5.2. Mixed-plate finite element. The discrete model is based on the high-continuity (HC) finite element
interpolation proposed in [Aristodemo 1985], which has also been used in the initial version of KASP. The
element was one of the first proposals in the spline interpolation approach (see [Hughes et al. 2005]), and
it is very convenient in nonlinear plate analysis. We do not include details of this interpolation, which the
reader can find in [Garcea 2001; Garcea et al. 2002] and only recall here that its main advantage is that of
assuring interelement continuity for both displacement components and their derivatives, with a minimal
use of displacement parameters (approximately three kinematical degrees of freedom per element) and
without needing rotational degrees of freedom.

As already done in KASP, a [2×2] Gauss scheme has been used to integrate all the energy terms required
by the analysis. Letting sg be the position of the Gauss point g within the element e and denoting, from
now on, with the index g quantities evaluated at point g, the strain energy can be evaluated by Gauss
integrations as

8e :=
∑

g

(Wg −9g), (29a)
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where

Wg := tT
g %g Ag, 9g :=

1
2 tT

g Hgtg Ag, (29b)

Hg being defined by (28c), Ag :=
1
4 `1`2 the area pertaining to point g, the Gauss strain %g[de] := {εg,χg}

obtained by (28a) and (28b) making s = sg, and the Gauss point stress tg := {Ng, Mg} defined by

Ng =

Ng11

Ng22

Ng12

 , Mg =

Mg11

Mg22

Mg12

 , (29c)

where Ng11, Ng22, . . . ,Mg12 are directly assumed as element parameters controlling the stress interpola-
tion within a mixed format.

This simple integration scheme is generally sufficient for our purpose. Note that, even if more sophis-
ticated interpolations could also be used, this choice provides an exact correspondence with the results
obtained in [Lanzo and Garcea 1996; Garcea 2001; Garcea et al. 2002] by allowing attention to be
focused on the difference due to the use of a more accurate structural plate model without introducing
any disturbing discretization improvement.

The energy variations needed by the analysis can be derived from (29) by standard algebra and as-
semblage procedures. Explicit expressions, similar to those already given in [Garcea 2001], are simply
obtained through the use of algebraic manipulators, so details are not included here.

6. Numerical validation

The numerical results are mainly related to the asymptotic analysis, this context being more sensitive
to the correctness of both the structural model and its finite element implementation. The results of
path-following analysis are based on the same modeling and discretization, while using the corotational
updating strategies described in [Garcea 2001; Garcea et al. 2009], so they can be considered very
accurate and are used, essentially as a reference to check the accuracy and robustness of the asymptotic
results. In all the numerical tests comparisons are performed with results obtained by other authors and/or
with analytical solutions, when available.

The proposed three-dimensional beam finite element, implemented into a FEM code named COBE
[Madeo 2008], has been tested for compact and general thin-walled cross sections. In all cases the
evaluation of the compliance operator He has been obtained through the solution of the Saint-Venant
equations using the FEM approach described in [Petrolo and Casciaro 2004] to which the reader is
referred for further details (see also [Lacarbonara and Paolone 2007]). The proposed Kirchhoff plate
element has been implemented in the KASP code [Garcea 2001]. In this way, it was easy to compare the
results provided by the proposed plate model (denoted as ICM) with those obtained, for the same finite
element discretization, using the complete Lagrangian (LC) and simplified Lagrangian (LS) approximate
plate models already implemented in the code. Thin-walled beams can be modeled as Saint-Venant rods
but also as assemblages of thin plates. This allowed further comparisons between the results provided
by the two different models and so made it possible to obtain an independent check on their robustness.
The comparison also allows us to emphasize the effects of the Saint-Venant simplifying hypotheses on
the boundary conditions and cross-section distortions, in some relevant cases.
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The section is organized as follows: First we present some simple tests, with known analytical so-
lutions, showing the improvement in accuracy provided by ICM modeling with respect to the LC and
LS models. We then present some tests to show the role played by postbuckling stress redistribution in
reducing the accuracy demand in the plate modeling. Next, we present some tests to compare the results
obtained for thin-walled structures modeled as beams or as three-dimensional plate assemblages, to show
the general accuracy of the beam model recovered by the ICM, as well as its possible shortcomings in
the presence of relevant boundary disturbances, local buckling, and in-plane section distortions. Finally,
we report some tests referring to multimodal coupled buckling phenomena to show the real effectiveness
of the proposed approach in general contexts and complex structural problems.

In the monomodal buckling tests, to compare the accuracy with known solutions, the following quan-
tities, defining the postcritical tangent and curvature to the bifurcated path, have been introduced:

λ̇b =−
1
2

A111

A011
, λ̈b =−

B1111+ 3λ̇b B0111+ 3λ̇2
b B0011

3A011
.

6.1. Accuracy of ICM models. This numerical investigation focuses on the accuracy of the proposed
plate model in contexts where analytical results are available, that is, the simply supported Euler beam
and the Roorda frame shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

Despite their simplicity, when analyzed with an asymptotic approach, both problems are taxing with
regard to the accuracy of the structural model and its FEM discretization. In fact, in both cases the buck-
ling is not followed by a significant stress redistribution, and in order to obtain the correct postbuckling
results the modeling has to assure full objectivity and be free, in its FEM implementation, from both
interpolation and extrapolation locking phenomena [Garcea et al. 1999; Salerno and Lanzo 1997]. The
two tests have been analyzed using either the beam or the plate modeling and, in the case of the plate
modeling, referring to either an in-plane or an out-of-plane buckling. The results are compared with
known analytical solutions and with the ones obtained using the approximate LC and LS plate models
also implemented in KASP. An independent analysis has also been made using the commercial code
ABAQUS [Hibbitt et al. 2007] to investigate the convergence behavior of the proposed elements. In all
cases the ICM-beam path-following results are assumed as reference values.

6.1.1. Euler beam. The test refers to the Euler beam shown in Figure 1. The resulting paths are drawn in
Figure 3 and show a good agreement with those provided by path-following analysis. The values for the
buckling load λb and the postcritical curvature λ̈b, obtained by identifying the expansion parameter ξ as
the end-section rotation of the beam, are reported in Tables 1 and 2, for different discretization meshes.

Note that both the ICM models recover the analytical solution [Salerno and Lanzo 1997] λb = π
2 and

λ̈/λb = 0.25 for sufficiently fine grids exactly. The LC and LS models provide correct answers for the
buckling load, but have different postbuckling behavior in the in-plane and out-of-plane analysis: the LC

Figure 1. Euler beam.
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Plate analysis Out-plane buckling In-plane buckling
elements ICM S4-R S8-R ICM S4-R S8-R

16 9.901 9.933 9.868 9.918 33.380 9.868
λb 32 9.877 9.885 9.868 9.870 14.964 9.867

64 9.872 9.873 9.868 9.870 10.326 9.867

16 0.290 · · 0.332 · ·

λ̈b/λb 32 0.250 · · 0.252 · ·

64 0.250 · · 0.250 · ·

Table 1. Euler beam: plate element convergence.

agrees perfectly with the exact solution in the in-plane case, whereas the LS provides the wrong result
λ̈/λb = 2, eight times greater; conversely, the LS behaves better in the out-of-plane case, by providing the
approximation λ̈b/λb = 0, while the LC gives a completely erroneous unstable postbuckling curvature
λ̈/λb =−0.75. So the LS model could be viewed as a better compromise than the LC, considering the
importance of flexural buckling in the slender plates (see also [Lanzo et al. 1995]). Note also, from
the results reported in Table 1, the good convergence behavior, in recovering the buckling load, of both
the proposed beam and plate elements in comparison with the ones used in ABAQUS (three-node beam
element, S4-R, and S8-R plate elements). The improvement in convergence is apparent considering the
larger number of variables implied by the ABAQUS meshes: generally more than double in the case of the
beam elements while about two to six times greater in the cases of the S4-R and S8-R plate elements.

6.1.2. Roorda frame. The test refers to the simple frame shown in Figure 2, first investigated by Roorda.
An analytical solution for this problem can be found in [Bazant and L. 1991], by obtaining λb = 13.89,
λ̇b/λb = 0.3805, and λ̈b/λb = 0.7576 by reference to the choice ξ := ϕb for the expansion parameter.
These values are recovered exactly by both the ICM models for sufficiently fine meshes (the plate models
are analyzed in out-of-plane conditions). The buckling load λb and the postbuckling slope λ̇b are also
recovered by the approximate models LC and LS, which, however, provide unsatisfactory results for the

Figure 2. Roorda frame.
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Beam analysis
ICM ICM ABAQUS

elements λb λ̈b/λb λb

4 9.880 0.200 9.880
8 9.870 0.238 9.879

16 9.870 0.246 9.870
32 9.870 0.250 9.870

Table 2. Euler beam convergence.

postbuckling curvature λ̈b; we have λ̈b/λb = 0.2844 for the LS and an even worse estimate λ̈b/λb =

−1.4352 for the LC. Note, from Figure 4, that the paths recovered by asymptotic analysis show good
agreement with the reference path-following solution, when using both ICM models (they practically
coincide up to a transversal displacement va of 10% of the beam length), while the ones obtained by the
LC and LS models rapidly deviate with increasing displacement.

A convergence test is also reported in Table 3, including a comparison with the ABAQUS results. Note
the good convergence behavior of the ICM model, which confirms that obtained for the Euler beam.

6.2. The effect of postbuckling stress redistribution. The poor results of both the LC and LS approxi-
mate plate models in the previous examples are a direct consequence of their loss of frame invariance.
This however does not imply that these models are wholly inadequate in the nonlinear analysis of slender
plates. Actually, they provide a satisfactory recovery of the buckling load λb and postbuckling slope
λ̇b/λb (at least for initially flat plates) and are inaccurate only in the evaluation of the postbuckling
curvature λ̈b/λb, which only influences the path recovery at large values of the displacements. Moreover,
the previous tests were chosen to represent cases with no or very small postbuckling stress redistribution,
which can be considered quite unusual for slender plates. If present, the effect of stress redistributions
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Figure 3. Euler beam: out-plane and in-plane equilibrium paths.
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elements ICM S4-R S8-R Beam

16 13.954 14.005 13.886
λb 32 13.903 13.915 13.885 13.886

64 13.890 13.893 13.884

16 0.3815 · ·
λ̇b
λb

32 0.3807 · · 0.3805
64 0.3805 · ·

16 0.9070 · ·
λ̈b
λb

32 0.7594 · · 0.7574
64 0.7570 · ·

Table 3. Roorda frame: convergence test.

dominates the postbuckling behavior, so reducing the relative size of the error.
Stress redistribution can be considered as a typical phenomenon in the postbuckling behavior of slender

plates, especially in the case of relevant local buckling effects. We can show several examples for this,
but also counterexamples, as in the following tests.

6.2.1. Simply supported plate subjected to in-plane shear. The simply supported plate subjected to in-
plane shear shown in Figure 5 represents a suitable test case to show the effects of stress redistribution. In
fact, in this case, the buckling mode (see Figure 6) implies a large variation of the Gaussian curvature of
the middle surface and consequently a strong in-plane distortion of the plate, with relevant postbuckling
stress redistribution.

The plate has been analyzed for b = 10, two different aspect ratios, a = 10 and a = 15, a boundary
shear of τ = λ, and an imperfection defined by a transversal force f = 0.01λ applied at the center of the
plate. The results for both the ICM plate models and the approximate LC and LS models are reported
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E=2.1 10 =0.25 s=0.1

a

b
6

Figure 5. Shear plate: geometry and loads.

Figure 6. Shear plate: buckling mode (a/b = 1.5).

in Figure 7 and Table 4. We obtain from the three models the same evaluations for the buckling load
(λb = 171.8 and λb = 130.3) and the postbuckling curvature (λ̈b = 5.1474 and λ̈b = 1.053, referring to
the choice ξ := ϕb) in the two cases of a/b = 1 and a/b = 3/2. The ICM versus ABAQUS convergence
test reported in Table 4 confirms the good convergence behavior of HC-ICM elements.

Note, from Figure 7, the excellent agreement between the asymptotic and path-following paths for
moderate transversal displacements (of the order of the plate depth). As the displacement increases, the
asymptotic solution tends to deviate by overestimating the load. This deviation is an expected conse-
quence of the asymptotic approach, because of the omission of higher-order terms in the expansion. The
error, which is higher than in the previous test cases, can be related to the importance, in this case, of
the stress redistribution process which is largely influenced by corrective modes wi j , taken into account
in (6h) only to within a third-order accuracy (see also the discussion in [Lanzo et al. 1995]).

6.2.2. C-section cantilever beam. This second test refers to the cantilever beam with a C-shaped cross
section shown in Figure 8, fully clamped at the first edge (by assuming zero displacements and rotations
in each point of the section) and subjected to a shear force at the other edge acting at the top of the web.
This structure has a flexural/torsional buckling with a minimal section distortion (see Figure 9), which
does not involve noticeable postbuckling stress redistributions. As a consequence, the postbuckling
curvature will be very sensitive to the accuracy of the nonlinear modeling, as clearly shown in Figure 8,
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Convergence for λb at the mesh refining
a/b elements ICM S4-R S8-R

1 9× 9 173.2 186.7 170.6
27× 27 172.2 172.5 170.2
81× 81 171.8 170.6 170.2

1.5 9× 18 132.08 139.0 129.53
27× 54 130.52 130.69 129.46
81× 162 130.28 129.63 129.46

Table 4. Shear plate: λb convergence.

which shows the paths recovered by asymptotic analysis, using the three considered plate models, in
comparison with the reference path-following one. The latter was obtained using an ICM plate that gives
results practically coincident with those of ABAQUS. The good agreement between the ICM results and
the reference ones is apparent, while both the LC and LS give highly incorrect answers.

6.2.3. Need for a robust code implementation. The previous examples show that asymptotic analysis can
be very sensitive to even small approximations in frame invariance requirements. Approximate models
can give acceptable results in appropriate contexts, but we need to examine the suitability of the context
in advance, or, at least, verify the reliability of the results provided by the analysis. Obviously this is
unacceptable in a code aimed at general use and, in order to obtain a robust code implementation, we
need to use models which are definitely free from objectivity errors such as those we can set up with the
ICM procedure.

6.3. Saint-Venant beam versus Kirchhoff plate modeling. Tests presented in this subsection compare
results from the beam and plate ICM models for thin-walled structures. They show the general accuracy
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Figure 7. Shear plate: equilibrium paths.
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Figure 8. Cantilever beam subjected to shear force: geometry and equilibrium path.

Figure 9. Cantilever beam in Figure 8: buckling mode.

of the proposed beam model with respect to the plate reference solution, but also some differences arising
from the presence of relevant boundary disturbances or in-plane distortion of the section which cannot
be modeled by Saint-Venant one-dimensional theory.

6.3.1. Clamped C-section beam under compression or shear. The first test regards the cantilever beam
with a C-shaped cross section, shown in Figure 10. The beam has been analyzed for two loading con-
ditions: the first refers to a compressive force and to a small transversal imperfection, both applied at
the barycenter of the free edge section; the second refers to a shear force applied at the same point. In
the plate analysis, the loading conditions are described by a constant compressive stress in the overall
end section and by a constant shear stress in the web, respectively. In both cases an appropriate constant
shear is added in the flanges to reproduce the assigned resultants. The boundary constraints are described
either by assuming zero displacements and rotations in all points of the clamped section (full clamped),
or by assuming zero displacements and rotations in the web and a stress distribution in the flanges
corresponding to the one obtained by the Saint-Venant solution (SV clamped). The latter assumption
can be considered more adequate for reproducing the Saint-Venant clamping condition in the shear test.
Relatively fine element meshes are utilized for both the beam and plate analyses (16 beam elements and
(5+ 10+ 5)× 50 plate elements, respectively) to avoid interference from discretization errors. In all
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Figure 10. C-beam under axial force: geometry and equilibrium paths.

cases, the path-following results were practically coincident with those provided by asymptotic analysis,
at least in the range considered, so their plots were generally omitted.

In the compression test, flexural buckling occurs (see Figure 11) at λb = 164.17, coincident with the
analytical solution in [Bazant and L. 1991], for both the beam and plate analyses. We also obtain an
excellent agreement between the beam and the two plate solutions, which are practically coincident, in
the recovery of the equilibrium path, as shown in Figure 10, by reference to the transversal components of
the edge displacement (in the plate case, the plot refers to the average displacement of the edge section).

When considering the results of the shear test, some differences can be seen in Figures 12 and 13,
between the results from the ICM plate and beam models, even if the elastic compliance matrix of the
beam section is evaluated by the procedure described in [Petrolo and Casciaro 2004] and so the beam

Figure 11. C-beam under axial force: buckling mode.
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Figure 12. C-beam under shear force: geometry and equilibrium paths.

Figure 13. C-beam under shear force: buckling mode.

modeling correctly accounts for all Saint-Venant couplings between shear and torsion. Moreover, in the
case of plate analysis, the results are very sensitive to the boundary constraint details. Note that we have
a quite large difference, 6%, between the beam and plate results in both the λ/u3 and λ/ϕ curves, when
considering full clamped constraints. This difference reduces noticeably when considering SV clamped
constraints, even if a residual error still remains in the λ/ϕ plot, which could refer to the overestimate
of the torsional flexibility in the Saint-Venant beam solution caused by the omission of the increment in
torsional stiffness due to Vlasov’s nonuniform torsion.

6.3.2. Z-shaped section beam under axial/shear forces. To appropriately relate boundary constraints for
the beam and plate models is even more difficult in the case of nonsymmetric sections, as shown by
the two test-cases shown in Figures 14 and 16. Both refer to the same cantilever beam with Z-shaped
section, with a compressive or a shear force applied at the centroid of the edge section. As before,
relatively fine element meshes have been used in both the beam and plate analyses (16 beam elements
and (5+ 10+ 5)× 100 plate elements) to avoid the influence of discretization errors, and, in the case of
the plate, both full clamped and SV clamped have been considered.

In the compressive test, flexural buckling (see Figure 15) occurs at λb = 24.371 for both beam and
plate modeling. Plate analysis is practically uninfluenced by the two different boundary conditions. An
excellent agreement can also be seen in the equilibrium paths shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Z-beam under axial force: geometry and equilibrium paths.

Figure 15. Z-beam under axial force: buckling mode.
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Figure 16. Z-beam under shear force: geometry and equilibrium paths.
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Conversely, in the shear test (see Figure 17), we can see from the path comparisons shown in Figure 16
a large difference between the plate and beam models. This is apparent in the full clamped case, which
has an error of about 18%, but is also present in the SV clamped case, with an error of 4%, perhaps
related to a residual difference in boundary constraints between the plate and beam models or/and to the
omission of the Vlasov increment of torsional stiffness in the Saint-Venant beam modeling.

6.3.3. Wagner effect: flexural/torsional buckling in a compressed T-section cantilever. The quadratic
component χQ of the section strain defined in [Garcea et al. 2012] accounts for the Wagner axial-
torsional nonlinear coupling. This effect could be important in compressed thin-walled beams exploiting
flexural/torsional buckling. As an example of this, we refer to the cantilever beam with a T-shaped
cross section shown in Figure 18. The analysis has been performed for two different beam lengths,
L1 = 300 and L3 = 500, using both the ICM beam and plate FEM models. The latter, based on a
refined (4+ 8+ 4)× 41 plate element mesh and on the assumption of full clamped constraints, can
be assumed as reference. The beam model uses eight beam elements and the analysis is repeated with
(Q-ICM) or without (L-ICM) the quadratic term χQ , as an expression of the ICM strain (19). In all cases
a flexural/torsional buckling is recovered, as shown in Figure 19.

A notable difference in path recovery is obtained from the three FEM models, as shown in Figure 18
and Table 5. Neither of the two beam solutions recovers the reference plate result exactly. The largest
discrepancy occurs for the L-ICM solution as a consequence of the loss of the Wagner coupling. A
residual error is however present also in the Q-ICM solution, which could be related to in-plane distortion

Figure 17. Z-beam under shear force: buckling mode.
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Figure 18. T-beam cantilever: equilibrium paths.
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L L-ICM Q-ICM Plate

300 12.601 10.540 9.246
λb 400 7.754 7.214 6.849

500 5.219 5.049 4.940

300 1.299 2.447 11.31
λ̈b/2λb103 400 0.6354 1.210 2.048

500 0.3385 0.5648 0.5148

Table 5. T-beam cantilever: buckling parameters.

of the section, neglected in the Saint-Venant solution. The relative error rapidly reduces as the beam
length increases, which confirms these interpretations.

6.3.4. A comment about Saint-Venant beam modeling. The proposed one-dimensional beam model rep-
resents an essential and very simple model in comparison with the plate model. It also allows a very
accurate recovery of the buckling and postbuckling behavior in all cases where Saint-Venant assumptions,
which are the basis of the model, are satisfied. We have, however, seen that even minor deviations from
the Saint-Venant solution can have a nonnegligible effect on both the buckling and postbuckling recovery.
So, there is a cost for that simplification.

The relative error could be explained by reference to three possible effects: first, the in-plane distortion
of the section, which is allowed by the plate model and ignored by the beam model; second, the Vlasov
increment in torsional stiffness due to nonuniform torsion, which is obliged by the Saint-Venant solution;
and third, the unsatisfactory correspondence in boundary constraints between the two models which
requires a different average alignment of the clamped section. The latter seems to play a major role in
some of the examined test cases.

It is worth mentioning that a more accurate recovery could be obtained by refined one-dimensional
models which can be derived through the ICM procedure from more sophisticated linear beam theories,
such as that of [Vlasov 1959] or even better the ones obtained by the so-called GBT approach (see
[Goncalves et al. 2009]) which allow a more realistic modeling of boundary conditions. An investigation
of this would be of interest, but is outside the scope of the present paper. Note also that, in any case, when

Figure 19. T-beam cantilever (L = 500): buckling mode.
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analyzing beam assemblages, great care has to be paid to detailed modeling of both boundary constraints
and interelement connections.

6.4. Modal interaction test: Channel beam in compression. The inadequacy of the beam modeling
becomes apparent in the presence of local buckling phenomena which produce significant in-plane section
distortions, as in the case of the thin-walled Channel beam shown in Figure 20. The beam is subjected
to compressive loads applied at the ends (through a uniform distribution on the sections) and to a small
transversal load in the middle section (through a uniform distribution on the flanges). A simple support
is also assumed at the ends of the bottom plate, and the analysis was performed by either the beam or
plate assemblage models, using an eight ICM beam element mesh or (4+8+4)×45 ICM plate elements,
respectively.

The results obtained by the two models are completely different. Beam analysis recovers a simple
Eulerian flexural buckling at λb = 1290 (see Figure 21) and provides a stable postbuckling behavior
(see Figure 23), while plate assemblage analysis further detects three distortional modes, occurring at
λb = 1387, λb = 1979, and λb = 2063 (see Figure 22), and reproduces a complex coupled-buckling
phenomenon characterized by a strongly unstable behavior. Note, from Figures 23 and 24, that the
interaction between the first two modes changes the postbuckling making it unstable, and a secondary
bifurcation, which redirects the path to a strongly unstable branch, is produced because of the activation
of localized distortions due to the interaction with the other two modes.

The contribution of fourth mode is actually very small and including further buckling modes in the
analysis does not change the overall behavior. This is also confirmed by an independent path-following
analysis, whose results are also shown in Figure 23. Note the very good agreement between the path-
following and asymptotic analysis. The two paths are practically coincident and only tend to deviate,

  

  

Figure 20. Channel beam: geometry.

=1289.8

=1387.1

Figure 21. Channel beam: flexural and distortional buckling modes.
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Figure 22. Channel beam: local distortional buckling modes.
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Figure 25. Channel beam: corrective mode in the one-mode analysis.

after the secondary bifurcation, in correspondence to a quite large distortion of the middle section (see
Figure 24b). Note also that, in plate analysis, the same unstable behavior determined by the two-mode
analysis is also recovered by considering the first (purely flexural) mode alone. This result might be
surprising but it is due to the fact that a section distortion, similar to that coming from the second
buckling mode, is also contained in the corrective mode w11 (see Figure 25). So the one-mode analysis
can actually reproduce the flexural/distortional evolution of the buckling process.

The previous results clearly show that beam modeling, at least if based on Saint-Venant theory, can
be inadequate in problems presenting coupled buckling with relevant in-plane section distortions. So it
has to be used with certain care in the analysis of thin-walled folded plates. But they also show, from the
results of plate analysis, the accuracy and reliability of the ICM approach in these quite difficult contexts.

7. Concluding remarks

The implicit corotational method (ICM) has been developed in [Garcea et al. 2012] as a general proce-
dure for deriving frame-independent nonlinear structural models starting from the corresponding linear
theories. Its use as a numerical tool, able to provide relevant results in technical practice, requires the
implementation of the recovered models within a finite element approach. While the implementation
procedure could be similarly as straightforward as that used in linear analysis, some difficulties can arise
due to the presence of finite three-dimensional rotations and the need to assure frame invariance, as well
as in the interpolation of the mechanical quantities internal to the element.

Different aspects of FEM implementation have been discussed, in relation to path-following or asymp-
totic analysis approaches, and some suitable strategies have been suggested to avoid locking problems
related to the loss of frame invariance in the element definition or to an inappropriate format in their
representation.

Two elements have been described in detail. The elements are derived from nonlinear models defined
in [Garcea et al. 2012], through a separate (mixed) interpolation of the displacement and stress fields,
and they are described in a mixed format which uses both stress and displacement control variables.
The first element derives from the nonlinear three-dimensional beam model based on Saint-Venant rod
theory described in [Garcea et al. 2012, §5]. It uses quite simple interpolation laws, directly derived
from the linear case, and can be considered the simplest choice in the nonlinear beam context. The
second is derived from the thin-plate model based on Kirchhoff linear theory described in [Garcea et al.
2012, §6]. It uses a spline interpolation for the translations which allows a rotation-free kinematical
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description. This interpolation, which has already been used in [Garcea 2001], implies C1 continuity
for the displacement field and is highly suitable for the discrete modeling of rectangular plates and their
three-dimensional assemblages.

The elements have been inserted into the two computer codes COBE [Madeo 2008] and KASP [Garcea
2001], aimed at the FEM analysis of three-dimensional beam or plate assemblages, using either path-
following or asymptotic solution strategies. Extensive numerical testing has been performed with these
codes and some of the results have been reported and discussed in Section 6. In all cases the proposed
elements show strong robustness and high accuracy when compared with existing reference analytical
solutions. The good agreement between the results obtained by an independent modeling of thin-walled
structures, such as Saint-Venant beams or Kirchhoff plates assemblages, gives a further mutual validation
of both models, and differences, if present, are clearly related to some inadequacies in Saint-Venant linear
theory. The inadequacy of Saint-Venant beam modeling in the presence of relevant in-plane section
distortions, as well as the overall effectiveness of the proposed approach and its ability to recover even
complex buckling behavior, is apparent from the results reported in Section 6.4.

It is worth mentioning that both proposed elements should be viewed as first simple implementation
examples, only aimed at showing the effectiveness of the ICM as a computational tool to be used in FEM
analysis for solving practical problems. More refined elements with even better behavior can be derived
for both beams and plates, starting from the nonlinear models presented in [Garcea et al. 2012]. Further
elements can also be obtained by more refined nonlinear continua which can be derived through the ICM
approach as nonlinear generalizations of more sophisticated linear theories, such as, for instance, the
Vlasov or GBT beam theories or laminated shell theory.
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